Proximity
credentials
Overview

Features and benefits

XceedID® proximity technology is an easy, convenient access control solution. Proximity
technology, which operates on 125 kHz frequency, is easily integrated into existing legacy
proximity systems or ideal for a new installation. Proximity credentials can easily fit into
a wallet or may be used as a strapped or clipped badge.

§§

Clamshell style offers high durability, and is
suitable for harsh environments

§§

ISO style card is similar in size and thickness
to a credit card, and has the ideal surface to
print custom artwork, images, and
photographs for identification

§§

Keyfob proximity credentials can easily be
attached to any key ring for convenience

§§

Adhesive patch proximity credentials can be
adhered to any frequently used surface

§§

Custom artwork and laser engraving
available for clamshell and ISO style cards

From highly durable clamshell-style cards, to basic ISO style cards, to keyfobs and
adhesive patches, XceedID offers several different form factors to meet the needs of
many different customers.
Proximity credentials by XceedID are compatible with all industry leading proximity
readers and are also completely ISO compliant. These credentials also have a passive
design, requiring no batteries or maintenance for the life of the card.

125 kHz proximity credentials
Model number

7410

7510

7610

7610T

7010

Credential type

Clamshell

ISO-Glossy White1

Keyfob

Thin keyfob

PVC Disk

Credential technology;
ISO standard

125 kHz prox

125 kHz prox

125 kHz prox

125 kHz prox

125 kHz prox

Dimensions (H x W x T) 3.37" x 2.125" x 0.075" 3.37" x 2.125" x 0.033" 2" x 1.24" x 0.38"

1.77 x 1.18 x .06

35 mm

Slot punch
(printed guide)

Vertical (punched)

Vertical or horizontal

Keyring

Keyring

N/A

Memory capacity;
application sectors

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Warranty

Lifetime - Credentials have a lifetime warranty against manufacturers defects.
See sales policy for complete warranty details.

1

ISO-Glossy White style credentials are made from composite material, are printable, and can include a magnetic stripe as an option.
Add M1 to the model number for a magnetic stripe when ordering.
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About Allegion
Allegion (NYSE: ALLE) is a global pioneer in safety and security, with leading brands
like CISA®, Interflex®, LCN®, Schlage® and Von Duprin®. Focusing on security around the
door and adjacent areas, Allegion produces a range of solutions for homes, businesses,
schools and other institutions. Allegion is a $2 billion company, with products sold in
almost 130 countries. For more, visit www.allegion.com.
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